After meticulous restoration works, the former ‘Wiebehallen’ reopened in May 2003. Now a prime example of heritage listed monumental protection in Berlin, what was once Europe’s largest tram depot has remained true to its transportation roots, quickly becoming a mecca for historic automobile and boat fans. Glass and brick symbolically underline the charming mix of past, present and future. The ‘Classic Remise’ Berlin is more than a static museum for historic vehicles and classic cars, it’s a chance for visitors to experience the world of aesthetic engineering up close. In addition to the workshops, parts retailers, traders and restaurants open throughout the day, the complex is available in the evenings for exclusive events.

**Classic Remise**

After meticulous restoration works, the former ‘Wiebehallen’ reopened in May 2003. Now a prime example of heritage listed monumental protection in Berlin, what was once Europe’s largest tram depot has remained true to its transportation roots, quickly becoming a mecca for historic automobile and boat fans. Glass and brick symbolically underline the charming mix of past, present and future. The ‘Classic Remise’ Berlin is more than a static museum for historic vehicles and classic cars, it’s a chance for visitors to experience the world of aesthetic engineering up close. In addition to the workshops, parts retailers, traders and restaurants open throughout the day, the complex is available in the evenings for exclusive events.

**Suitable events**
- Congresses
- Gala dinners
- Exhibitions
- Award ceremonies
- Concerts

**Total capacity**
- 600 people
- Row seating 550 people
- Parliamentary/standing 500 people
- Banquet/table seating 400 people

**Distance from the hotel**
- proArte Hotel 7 km, Hotel Berlin 5 km

**Parking**
- No parking in the immediate vicinity